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Task, Work Unit Nos. Twenty-two sounding iocket systems were prepared and delivered by Thiokol Chemical Corporation consisting of fourteen (14) Ute-Tomahawk vehicles and eight (8) PaiuteTomahawk vehicles. In addition to fabrication, assembly and adjustment of vehicle components, Thiokol provided additional related support to Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories (AiCRL) in the form of static tests and computational, analytical, and field engineering services.
Rocket motors and igniters; the TE-416 Tomahawk, the TU-715 Ute, and the TU-.716 Paiute were major components of the twenty-two sounding rocket systems. Other system components included the Ute/Paiute tail assembly, launch lugs, Ute/Paiute-Tomahawk interstage adapter, Tomahawk tail assembly, and Tomahawk despin modules.
Four Paiute booster motors were statically fired to verify the propellant batch., The tests demonstrated operation over the temperature range -750 F to +1250 F and confirmed satisfactory operation after vibration and shock tests, On the basis of these tests the operational temperature range has been established at -750 F to +1400 F.
Computations and analyses were completed for Ute/Paiute-Tomahawk vehicles to allow theoretical prediction of trajectories, roll rate and pitch natural frequency histories, static stabilities, wind weighting data, and heating analyses. r Motors and igniters were delivered to Eglin AFB, Florida.
IV FABRICATE PAIUTE MOTORS
Eight TU-716, Paiute, booster motors were fabricated including igniters, MXU/35A modified per Thiokol drawing number 7U44048-02.
Motors and igniters were delivered to Eglin Air Force Base, Florida.
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V FABRICATE TOMAHAWK MOTOPS
Twenty-two TE-416, Tomahawk, rocket motors were fabricated including pyrogen-type igniters TE-P-415 per Thiokol drawing number E-19504-05 equipped with 18-second pyrotechnic ignition delays.
Tomahawk motors were fabricated with tension joint head caps per
Thiokol drawing E-15209-25. Motors and igniters were delivered to Eglin Air Force Base, Florida.
VI FABRICATE FLIGHT HARDWARE
Twenty-two sets of flight hardware for Ute/Paiute-Tomahawk twostage sounding rocket vehicles were fabricated and delivered to Eglin Air Force Base, Florida. This fabrication effort included; purchasing raw material and components, machining and inspection of mechanical components, wiring and assembly of electrical components in the interstage adapter and despin, assembly of mechanical components including adjustment and survey of tail assembly fins to establish the desired effective incidence angle, and marking and packaging for shipment. Thiokol Chemical Corporation completed the effort required to *deliver twenty-two sounding rocket systems by performing tasks in two coikpany divisions and in two plants of one of the divisions.
Tasks and responsible task leaders are listed in Table III . A large number of other participants made significant contributions but are not listed for the sake of brevity. 
